
Nicholas Morgan
Software Engineer - Remote - Job ID: _______

Florida, EST | P: 954-805-1363 | Nicholas.Morgan2002@gmail.com |linkedin.com/in/nicholas-morgan-dev/
|github.com/NicholasMorganDev

Programming Languages: JavaScript | HTML | CSS | SASS
Technologies: React/React Native | AWS | Express | Git | Tailwind | Firebase | MongoDB

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Motivated and dedicated professional with strong knowledge in software engineering. Possessing certification and completing a
Software Engineering Career Course. Experienced in managing teams, driving operational efficiency, and achieving revenue growth of
$840,000 Y-O-Y.

EDUCATION

AWS Boca Raton, FL
Certified Cloud Practitioner Expected May 2023
BOCA CODE Boca Raton, FL
Software Engineering Career Course 2023
PALM BEACH STATE COLLEGE Boca Raton, FL
Criminal Justice Major 2021-2022

WORK EXPERIENCE
MANAGER Boca Raton, FL
Whits Frozen Custard 2022 - 2023
● Played a pivotal role in successfully opening two new stores, leading to the training and onboarding of over 15+ new team

members. Ensured a smooth transition and fostered a positive work environment.
● Led a team of 5 co-workers per shift, driving efficient operations and consistently generating $70,000 month-over-month in

revenue.
● Managed nightly register counts and efficiently distributed tips, processing an average of 300+ transactions per night.
● Successfully managed and maintained a valuable custard machine worth $100k, ensuring its optimal performance.

CO-FOUNDER Boca Raton, FL
Fanatical Detailing 2020 - 2021
● Generated a competitive income, earning between $75-$90 per car, resulting in a monthly revenue of $8,000.
● Cultivated relationships with 25+ repeat customers resulting in a loyal and satisfied customer base.
● Washed and detailed approximately 3 cars per day, 5-7 days a week.
● Recognized for excellence in service, frequently receiving generous tips and referrals, which contributed to additional

work opportunities and further business growth.

PROJECTS
Checkout All the Projects I’ve Worked On.

BUCKET LIST: REACT WEB-BASED APP Apr 2023
● Implemented advanced security measures, including bcrypt, SSL certification, Google authentication, and JWT web

tokens, to protect user data and ensure secure communication.

ABOUT ME PAGE LIVE Apr 2023
● EmployedMongoDB as the database for storing and managing data, and utilizing Express.js for backend logic and API

integration.
● Utilized Bootstrap and React to build the framework of the project, ensuring responsive design and compatibility.
● Also made a counter component within the carousel with a moving background and functional buttons.

WINE PAGE Mar 2023
● Made a page that gets a list of thousands of wines, that includes titles and images.
● Added a functionality that allows you to filter by four different wine colors.
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